JUVENILE FICTION

*Born to Fly* by Michael Ferrari JF FER

*Scooby-Doo’s High Flying Adventure* by James Gelsey JF GEL

*Lindbergh: The Tale of a Flying Mouse* by Torben Kuhlmann JF KUH

JUVENILE

*Airplanes* by Mary Lindeen JE MIG

*Ready for Takeoff!* By Sonia Sander JE LEG

JUVENILE BIOGRAPHIES

*Who Was Amelia Earhart?* By Kate Boehm Jerome J 92 EAR

*Brave Harriet: The First Woman to Fly the English Channel* by Marissa Moss J 92 Qui

*Amelia and Eleanor Go For a Ride: Based on a True Story* by Pam Munoz Ryan J 92 ROO

*The Pilot and the Little Prince: The Life of Antoine de Saint-Exupery* by Peter Sis J 92 SAI

Update 12/2018
Picture Books

*Amelia’s Fantastic Flight* by Rose Bursik J PB BUR

*Flying* by Donald Crews J PB CRE

*Talkin’ About Bessie: The Story of Aviator Bessie Coleman* by Nikki Grimes J PB GRI

*Airplanes: Soaring! Diving! Turning!* by Patricia Hubbell J PB HUB

*My First Airplane Ride* by Patricia Hubbell J PB HUB

*Come Fly With Me* by Satomi Ichikawa J PB ICH

*The Little Airplane* by Lois Lenski J PB LEN

*Moon Plane* by Peter McCarthy J PB MCC

*The Glorious Flight: Across the Channel with Louis Blaeriot* by Alice and Martin Provensen J PB PRO

*I Fly* by Anne Rockwell J PB ROC

*I Love Planes!* by Philemon Sturges J PB STU

*Air Show* by Anastasia Suen J PB SUE

*A Long Trip to Z* by Fulvio Testa J PB TES

Juvenile Non-Fiction

Books on Airplanes can be found at call # J 629.13 Row 18

*Fighter Planes* by Phyllis Raybin Emert J 358.43 EME

*Airlift* by David Baker J 358.44 BAK

*Spy Planes* by Therese Shea J 358.45 SHE

*Early Fighters* by Christopher Chant J 623.7 CHA

*Science Fun with Toy Boats and Planes* by Rose Wyler J 629.04 WYL

*How to Draw Airplanes* by Laura Murawski J 743 MUR

*Making Paper Airplanes* by Amber Lovett J 745.592 LOV

*Paper Airplanes to Make and Fly* by Jim Razzi J 745.592 PAP RAZ

*Air Devils: Sky Races, Sky Divers, and Stunt Pilots* by Ellen Hopkins J 797.5 HOP

*Air Shows: From Barnstormers to Blue Angels* by Elizabeth Van Steenwyk J 797.5 VAN

*The U.S. Wasp: Trailblazing Women Pilots of World War II* by Lisa M.B. Simons J 940.54 SIM

*World War II Pilots: an Interactive History Adventure* by Michael Burgan J 940.544 BUR